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Details of Visit:

Author: Uncle Pokey
Location 2: Old Town Hemel
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 12 May 2010 13.00
Duration of Visit: 2 hrs
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Scarlett
Phone: 07539970478

The Premises:

Due to the fact that Scarlett had only moved into the place 5 days earlier the place was a bit of a tip,
something for which she apologised many times until I eventually persuaded her that it was her I
had come to see, not to do a premises inspection!
However, the house was easy to find (good directions were given), the bedroom cosy and with a
comfortable, if a little noisy bed, and generally adequately suited for the purpose. There is plenty of
safe parking around 200 yards away in the car park on Old High Street.

The Lady:

In another place (with the nic ?Seductive Scarlett?) you will find much more info and some good
pictures. All I can add is that I thought her one of THE most attractive young (just 24 yo) ladies it?s
been my good fortune to meet. She?s absolutely stunning figure-wise and has a gladsome
personality and attitude to match. Scarlett is working on another website but it?s not fully developed
yet. (Another PNFR mentions this but as of today it?s not worth bothering with.) It is my view that
Scarlett engages in these matters entirely of her own free will.

The Story:

An excellent welcome and up to the bedroom quickly followed by most pleasant introductory chat..
Disrobing, a bit of massage on Uncle?s back (even the refurbished seats at the Wigmore Hall are
not much better than before) and then down to full kit off, lovely kissing and cuddling. Scarlett has
just perfectly smooth skin. Holding her in your arms and having a snog is worth the full price of the
booking alone.

Then some breast, clit and cock stimulation leading to protected penetration in a variety of
positions. Boy! What a lovely moist and slippery pussy she has.
Then a break followed by doggy, lying down doggy and yet a further break during which Scarlett
kindly made a mug of tea for us both and allowed Uncle to rest before finally getting his rocks off.
(It?s me age I reckon!)

This was a really lovely time spent with an utterly gorgeous girl. I can?t recommend her enough.
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Thanks muchly Scarlett and see you again soon.
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